LOOSE LEASH WALKING
Leash Pulling is a frustrating and common problem with dogs. From Large to very small dogs, all dogs seem to learn from an early age to pull on their leashes to get where they want to go. To allow your dog to pull actually tells your dog that pulling is acceptable. Many owners accidentally teach their dogs to pull by yanking and pulling their dog back while continuing to walk. Instead of teaching them not to pull, you teach them to pull harder.
·	When a dog pulls forward and the owner pulls back but continues to walk, the dog's reaction is to pull forward again, only harder. He is being rewarded since the walk continues; he gets to sniff and his obedient owner - you - follows behind him.
·	Teaching your dog to walk with you properly is a time-consuming task, but it's well worth the effort, so stick to it!
·	There are some devices out there I recommend for the consistent Puller. A Head Collar or Haiti can come in very handy for Training Sessions. Make sure your dog is slowly introduced to it before any training is performed.
Loose Leash Walking is all about your dog paying attention to you, focusing on you can be accomplished with Treat Rewards. Every time your dog pays attention to you (looking up at you) he receives a "yes" and a treat. He must be told or "marked" when he is in proper position. This is how he will learn where you want him.   When a behavior is reinforced (treated) it generally is Repeated!
Remember, pulling works, or has worked, for a long time for most dogs. A huge step in the right direction is to stop following your dog when a leash is tight and he's pulling you. This might mean temporarily suspending walks so that he doesn't have the opportunity to practice pulling.
Here are some tips for teaching Loose Leash Walking:
It is always a good idea not to walk your dog when he is excited and the walk being a form of exercise at this time during training. Tire your dog out before the actual walk until your dog is reliably not Pulling, or you may not even ever be able to take one step.
·	You can start off with an exercise in making your dog pay attention to you while just standing still on a leash. While on leash any time your dog looks up at you, is calm, or not pulling on the leash, reward with a treat. Eventually he will notice that paying attention brings about rewards.
·	If your dog starts pulling, lean backwards slightly to get his attention and wait, (but do not pull back) this may take a few seconds.  When he looks back at you and loosens up the leash reward him with praise and a treat.
·	Once your dog stands nicely by your side, you are ready to walk.
-Begin by saying your dogs name and "Let's Go" (meaning walk along with me) as you take the first step. Watch your dog. As long as your dog walks nicely without pulling, the walk continues and he is periodically rewarded with food treats and verbal praise. Eventually your dog will associate Let's Go with walking nicely WITH YOU. (Forward Motion with no Pulling).
·	Whenever you are about to see your dog pull, stop all forward motion and turn yourself into a tree.
·	Wait until your dog attends to you by looking at your face, "yes" and reward him with a treat as you begin to walk forward again. Timing is important. Your dog must start to associate not pulling (loose leash) with the "yes" and food reward.
-He will quickly learn that when his collar is tight, you no longer follow him; instead the walk is stopped. Walks only continue when the dog is light in your hands (you should feel as though there is no dog at all).
-Continue to repeat the above steps each time you feel your dog pulling Another good Exercise is Changing directions:
·	Walk at a brisk pace and change direction frequently so that your dog has to pay attention to where you're going. The more you turn, the more your dog has to focus on you. (A good exercise is to walk in one parallel line, take ten or so steps forward and do an about face, holding onto the leash tight, as your dog may bounce off the other end. Keep doing this back and forth), this will make your dog very quickly learn he does need to watch you.
·	Once you get the hang of walking and turning frequently, start to pay attention to the moment your dog turns to follow you or looks up to you.   "yes" and treat for catching up to you and paying attention.
·	Begin by practicing in a distraction-free place, and gradually go to busier places.
·	The message you are sending to your dog is that pulling does not get him where he wants to go because when he pulls in one direction it makes you go the other way or come to a complete halt.
Do you have a dog that doesn't want to Follow:
Start off by being calm and assertive, You are the Leader! Before attempting the following technique try to first loosen up the leash, be a leader and say Let's Go, and just start walking!!! Some dogs feel the power of your presence (The Leader) and give in and walk. Do not Pull your dog during this technique, it won't work. If this fails, here is another technique using Positive Rewards.
1.	Put tension in the lead but don't pull.   As soon as your dog takes a step toward you to steady himself, be ready to "yes" and treat generously. Repeat this every time your dog stops. Don't go back to him; simply ignore the wrong behavior and pay attention to the right one instead. Within ten minutes or so most dogs give up their stubborn actions and go with you. However, some dogs might need several
sessions before they give up, so remember be patient!
2.	Use a treat to lure your dog into position. Your dog may just need some encouragement, "yes" and treat your dog for staying by your side.

